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Abstract. Skin is noticeably bumpy in character, which is clearly visible in
close-up shots in a film or game. Methods that rely on simple texture-mapping of
faces lack such high frequency shape detail, which makes them look non-realistic.
More specifically, this detail is usually ignored in real-time applications, or is
drawn in manually by an artist. In this paper, we present techniques for capturing
and rendering the fine scale structure of human skin. First, we present a method
for creating normal maps of skin with a high degree of accuracy from physical
data. We also present techniques inspired by texture synthesis to “grow” skin
normal maps to cover the face. Finally, we demonstrate how such skin models
can be rendered in real-time on consumer-end graphics hardware.

1 Introduction
Photo-realistic skin is very important in a film or a video game and is hard to render for
various reasons. One reason is that humans are experts when it comes to skin realism.
Another is that skin has a complicated BRDF, one that depends on many factors such
as pigmentation, oiliness and dryness. Skin also possesses very fine and complicated
detail. The appearance of fine scale skin structure varies smoothly across the face yet
each region of skin on the human body has a very distinct appearance unique to its
location. For example, forehead fine scale skin structure is distinctly different from nose
fine scale structure in Figure 3. Skin that lacks fine scale structure looks unrealistic since
fine scale structure is such an integral part of its appearance. In this paper, we capture
fine scale structure samples, build models of fine scale structure production, and then
render this detail using a measured skin BRDF. Our results show that the addition of
fine scale structure adds significantly to photo-realism of facial models.
We address several problems in this paper: (1) capture of fine scale skin structure
from actual skin samples, (2) approximation of the stochastic processes that generate
fine scale skin structure patterns, and (3) rendering of photo-realistic skin in real-time.
To capture the fine scale skin structure, we employ a material1 used in cosmetological
science to create skin imprints and measure pore size. In that field, the imprints are
laser-scanned to create a range map. The resulting range map is very noisy because the
samples are very small (about the size of a nickel), and hence, unsuitable for rendering, but not for the type of analysis they do. We use shape from shading [8] to get a
much more accurate range map that is significantly less noisy than laser-scanning can
provide. Once we produce range maps for imprints from different areas of the face,
1 Silflo,

manufactured by Flexico

we approximate the stochastic processes that “generated” each sample. We encode the
range maps as images so that this problem reduces to texture synthesis. Since the range
map for each skin sample comes from a different area of the face, and hence, a different stochastic process, separate instances of texture synthesis are started on several
points on the face. Fine scale structure is “grown” in 3D until full coverage is attained.
We use the result as a normal map and use it to do per-pixel bump mapping. We also
approximate the BRDF of the skin, so the result approaches photo-realism.
Section 3 discusses our normal map capturing process. In Section 4, we describe
how we “grow” captured normal maps. Section 5.1 discusses how we use our measured
reflectance model to render fine scale structure and Section 5.2 describes our lighting
model.

2 Previous Work
Traditionally, when fine scale structure is rendered, it is either drawn/produced by artists
by hand, or is rendered by using layers of specialized shaders. While realistic fine scale
structure can be attained by these methods, the creation of additional fine scale structure
is time intensive since an artist has to manually create new fine scale structure for each
desired face. If specialized shaders are used, it might not be possible to render in realtime. In both cases, some underlying properties of the stochastic process are lost since
the fine scale structure might only be visually realistic at certain distances/orientations.
Since we compute models of the stochastic processes that generate the skin directly
from actual skin data, we can render skin that looks realistic in different lighting conditions and at different scales, without any recomputation/resynthesis.
There is much work that has been done in the area of realistic facial rendering,
however, very little work has been published on capturing or synthesizing fine scale
skin structure. The closest work to ours is that of Wu et al. [23]. In that work, fine
scale skin structure is dependent on its underlying geometry. A Delaunay triangulation
is done on each desired skin region to generate triangles in texture space. The edges of
the triangles are then raised/lowered depending on user parameters to create a heightfield which is then used as a bump map. The resulting bump map does not look very
realistic because some Delaunay triangulations will not yield realistic fine scale structure. Also, a user would have to spend a lot of time selecting proper basis functions,
rejecting bad triangulations, and ensuring proper fine scale structure blending from one
region of the face to another in order to get fine scale structure that approaches realism.
In contrast, our method implicitly takes the stochastic properties and variance across
the face into account, so we achieve more realistic results with minimal user input. Nahas et al. [15] captured skin detail with a laser range scanner, but at a low resolution
(256x256 samples). However, this resolution is too low to capture the rich detail we are
able to capture using skin molds and photometric stereo.
Recent work done to capture skin reflectance properties is also worth noting. Hanrahan et al. [6] simulated sub-surface scattering using Monte Carlo simulations to render
skin. Marschner et al. have done work on capturing BRDFs from images that come
from a calibrated camera with subjects wearing a pattern ([13], [14]). Debevec et al. [3]
use a more complex system to measure skin reflectance as well as surface normals
and are also able to incorporate ambient lighting from different environments. All of
these approaches yield high-quality renderings, however, none incorporate fine scale
skin structure. Recent facial animation work has also resulted in realistic results ([5],
[16]). However, since the face texture comes from images that are texture blended, highfrequency detail such as fine scale structure is lost. We use measured skin reflectance

Fig. 1. Silicone mold of skin (about the size of a nickel)

models in conjunction with fine scale structure for added visual realism.

3 Normal Map Capture
We use shape from shading to capture convincing fine scale skin structure. First we
make several samples of real skin texture (Figure 1) from various regions of the face
using a silicone mold material. Then we apply shape from shading [8] to the silicone
mold to recover the normals of the surface. Our technique is similar to the work done
by others ([20], [26], [18], [19]) except that we do not require any camera calibration or
structured light. In addition, we can deal with non-lambertian surfaces while using all of
the pixels from each captured photograph of each sample. Throwing away pixels due to
specular reflections would yield suboptimal maps due to our very simple experimental
setup.
The shape from shading algorithm requires the BRDF of the surface being measured to be lambertian. We approximate this by placing polarizing filters in front of the
light source and the camera and rotating them with respect to each other to eliminate all
specular reflections. The remaining reflection is approximately lambertian. The illuminator we used to capture all our skin normal data, consisting of a halogen light mounted
on a lazy susan, was built for $40 using materials available at any hardware store.
We take 8 photographs of the silicone mold illuminated by a point light source. The
mold remains stationary, but the light position is changed in every frame by rotating the
light on the lazy susan. The resulting set of images yields a set of simultaneous linear
equations at each (x; y ) pixel location that can be solved for the surface normal at that
pixel:



x;y nx;y Li = Ix;y

(1)

x;y is the diffuse albedo of the surface at pixel (x; y ), nx;y is the normal at the
pixel, and Ix;y is the measured intensity at the pixel. Li is the light vector for image i.
x;y is nearly constant across the silicone mold so it needs to be measured only once
per image rather than at each pixel. The light intensity and position with respect to the
surface is also approximately uniform over the sample so it also needs to be measured
only once. This set of equations is solved at each pixel using least squares to give a
normal map.
The silicone molds are not always flat, especially those taken in the nose region.
This introduces a low frequency change in the surface normals that is inappropriate
for bump mapping, where only the high frequency details are of interest. To eliminate
the low frequency component we compute the average normal over a 50 by 50 pixel
block centered at each pixel, compute the rotation that maps this normal back into

Fig. 2. Left: Cheek normal map, Right: Edge of forehead normal map

Fig. 3. Left: Middle of forehead normal map, Right: Nose normal map

the perpendicular to the normal map plane, and then apply this rotation to the normal
computed from shape from shading.
Figures 2 and 3 show some example skin textures that we have captured from different regions of the face. The normal maps are encoded versions of the normals where the
X; Y; Z axes map to the R; G; B channels, respectively, and the range < 1:0; 1:0 >
maps to < 0; 255 >.

4 Skin Growing
The normal maps we capture in Section 3 are of high detail, but are quite small. The
molds are about 21mm in diameter. One simple way to get complete facial coverage
would be to take a large amount of these molds and then to interpolate between the
gaps. Samples taken from curved areas would be distorted and the process would be
very inconvenient.
Another approach involves taking a small number of samples and then learning how
to produce more. Fine scale skin structure varies significantly across the face (Figures
2 and 3), which is one reason it is hard to model. Since fine scale skin structure can
be thought of as a stochastic process, some ideas from texture synthesis can be applied.
This does not address the issue of gaps between different skin types; since skin varies

Fig. 4. Initial normal map captured from mold and synthesized map

very significantly across the face, it is not adequate to interpolate or blur the edges.
Doing so would result in high-frequency discontinuities, which would be very obvious
when rendered. We present our solution to this problem in Section 4.2.
4.1 Normal map synthesis
Since skin can be thought of as a stochastic process, we can apply ideas from texture
synthesis to create larger regions than what we have. To create larger patches of skin,
we take our normal maps that we acquired through our capture process, and encode
them as images as described in Section 3. These encoded normal maps can then be
thought of as small pieces of texture that we would like to synthesize.
We use the technique by Wei and Levoy[22] to synthesize larger patches. The main
idea in that work was to treat texture as a Markov random field. That is, as a stochastic
process that is both local and stationary, meaning that a pixel’s neighborhood characterizes the process and that this characterization is the same for all pixels in the texture.
First, a histogram equalized (to the input texture) color noise image is generated for
the desired dimensions needed for the skin region. Then, for each pixel in the noise
image in scanline order, we assign the color of the pixel from the input texture with the
most similar causal neighborhood. This is done on each level of a Gaussian pyramid
starting with the topmost to ensure that the pixel that is chosen from the input texture
is similar at the current and previous frequency bands. Finally, the bottom level of the
pyramid is copied into the desired facial region when synthesis is complete.
Results of “growing” skin can be found in Figure 4. Recently, several texture synthesis papers ([1], [25]) have proposed copying from the source texture for some classes
of texture. These approaches could yield even higher quality skin patches since larger
contiguous regions from the input normal maps will exist in the synthesized skin.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Each color represents a different type of fine scale skin structure to synthesize, (b)
Multi-resolution splining along curves hides the boundaries between different patches

4.2 Skin stitching
Since fine scale skin structure varies across the face, we start a separate instance of
texture synthesis at each different region. The regions are defined by a user by selecting
a few points (7) on the albedo map (Section 5.2), specifying the forehead, nose, and
cheeks as in Figure 5(a). This step is the only manual step in our pipeline, and can be
done quickly.
A separate instance of texture synthesis is started at each region. When the skin in
each region has grown too large for its region, the boundaries between it and its neighbors are hidden by using a modified version of multi-resolution splines [2]. Instead of
performing the multi-resolution splining along a straight line along the boundary, we
compute a random curve through the boundary instead, seen in Figure 5(b). We have
found this looks more like the natural transitions between one type of fine scale structure to another on human skin. One major reason for this is that the boundaries are
hidden more effectively along the curve; curvaceous boundaries throw the human eye
off and hide seams well ([17]). We are able to generate fine scale structure for different
faces rapidly with minimal user interaction using this approach.

5 Skin Rendering
To render skin realistically, we perform per-pixel bump mapping using the normal maps
we have “grown”. Since our mesh topologies are low (< 15k vertices), storing only the
normals at vertex locations loses the majority of the detail that we gain through our
capture step. Instead, we store our normals in a normal map and access them on a perpixel basis as we render the mesh. In addition, we approximate the BRDF of skin to
achieve greater realism. We will discuss that further in Section 5.2.
5.1 Per-pixel Bump mapping
Our bumpmapping technique [4] is similar to the work of others ([21], [7]). The major
difference between the techniques is that the per-pixel lighting calculations are done in
texture space instead of object space. We perform the per-pixel lighting calculations in
texture space since we would have to warp our normal map so that each normal in our
map is in object space otherwise. Warping is undesirable because distortions can occur

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 6. (a) Encoded and transformed light vector (interpolated), (b) Normal map treated as texture
(contrast enhanced), (c) (N L0 ) computed per-pixel



in the warped normal map, especially with lower resolution meshes. Also, if there are
hard edges, the interpolated texture to object space transformation could be incorrect in
areas between vertices.
Furthermore, if the mesh is animated, the normal map has to be re-warped each
frame, which is very expensive. Working in texture space is more appealing since we
only have to update the object to texture space transformation once per frame at each
vertex and we have far fewer vertices than normal map pixels.
We compute transformations from object space into each vertex’s texture space. At
each vertex v with position (v (x); v (y ); v (z )) and texture coordinates (v (u); v (v )) we
form a coordinate system to perform per-pixel lighting in texture space. This coordinate
system is comprised of ÆU = (Æu=Æx; Æu=Æy; Æu=Æz ), ÆV = (Æv=Æx; Æv=Æy; Æv=Æz ),
and Nuv = ÆU  ÆV , the texture space normal. The partials and Nuv are summed
at each vertex, for all triangles, and then normalized. For a triangle T , with vertices
v0 ; v1 ; v2 the partials are:
Æu=Æx
Æu=Æy
Æu=Æz

=
=
=

Bx v0 (u)=(Ax v0 (x));
By v0 (u)=(Ay v0 (y ));
Bz v0 (u)=(Az v0 (z ));

Æv=Æx
Æv=Æy
Æv=Æz

=
=
=

Cx v0 (v )=(Ax v0 (x))
Cy v0 (v )=(Ay v0 (y ))
Cz v0 (v )=(Az v0 (z ))

(2)

where hAx ; Bx ; Cx i, hAy ; By ; Cy i, hAz ; Bz ; Cz i are the normals to the xuv , yuv ,
and zuv planes at vertex v , respectively, and are computed as:
v 1x
v 2x
Ax ; Bx ; Cx

h

v 1y
v 2y
Ay ; By ; Cy

h

v 1z
v 2z
Az ; Bz ; Cz

h

i

=
=
=

(v 1(x)
v 0(x); v 1(u)
(v 2(x)
v 0(x); v 2(u)
v 1x v 2x

v 0(u); v 1(v )
v 0(u); v 2(v )

v 0(v ))
v 0(v ))

(3)

i

=
=
=

(v 1(y )
v 0(y ); v 1(u)
(v 2(y )
v 0(y ); v 2(u)
v 1y v 2y

v 0(u); v 1(v )
v 0(u); v 2(v )

v 0(v ))
v 0(v ))

(4)

i

=
=
=

(v 1(z )
v 0(z ); v 1(u)
(v 2(z )
v 0(z ); v 2(u)
v 1z v 2z

v 0(u); v 1(v )
v 0(u); v 2(v )

v 0(v ))
v 0(v ))

(5)







The ÆU; ÆV; and Nuv vectors form a transformation matrix at each vertex from
object space into texture space:

MT

2
6
=4

Æu=Æx

Æv=Æx

Nuv (x)

Æu=Æy

Æv=Æy

Nuv (y )

Æu=Æz

Æv=Æz

Nuv (z )

3
7
5

(6)

The current light position is multiplied by the inverse of the current object to world
transformation matrix to bring it into object space. The light vector is then computed at
each vertex in object space. It is then transformed into each vertex’s texture space by
using the MT for that vertex. After the light vector has been put into texture space at
a vertex, it is encoded as a color the same way normals are encoded in the normal map
(Section 3) and stored as the vertex’s diffuse color (Figure 6(a)).
The result of doing this is that light vectors will be linearly interpolated at all points
on the mesh by the graphics card. The normal map can then be treated like a texture
map (Figure 6(b)) and dotted with the encoded and interpolated light vectors, yielding
per-pixel bump mapping (Figure 6(c)). This operation is equivalent to performing a
per-pixel (N  L0 ) where N comes from the normal map and is applied on a per-pixel
instead of a per-vertex basis, and L0 is the light vector in texture space at that vertex.
While the light vectors that result from this operation are normalized, the interpolated light vectors inside the triangle might not be. A solution to this problem is to use
the interpolated light vectors as texture coordinates into a cube map, where each entry
in the cube map is the normalized version of the index ([10]).
5.2 Lafortune Shading of Skin
Skin has a complicated BRDF that simple Gouraud or Phong shading cannot capture.
We approximate the BRDF of skin with a Lafortune [11] shading model. The Lafortune
model approximates the BRDF of a surface as a weighted sum of generalized cosine
lobes. Each cosine lobe is parameterized by three parameters that control scaling of the
dot product of the incident and exitant direction vectors along the x; y; and z directions.
These parameters and the weight on each lobe comprise a non-linear approximation to
the reflectance function. We use three lobes in our renderer.
We measure the parameters of each of the three specular lobes using the technique
proposed by Marschner et al. [14]. This technique results in the parameters for each
lobe as well as the albedo map, that is, the diffuse component of the skin reflectance.
In practice, we use a modified version of the Lafortune model. We use the normals
from the normal map and the texture space light vectors to compute the diffuse component of the model, and the normals at the vertices to compute the specular component
of the model. We use the original normals instead because we do not have access to
the interpolated normals at each pixel. Since most graphics cards do not support pixel
shaders, we would have to render each specular lobe off-screen as many times as its corresponding exponent if we wanted to compute this per-pixel. This operation is costly
since one of the lobes has a very high exponent. We have found that interpolating the
specular highlights across triangles looks realistic, but with more complicated lighting,
the highlights may appear slightly triangulated. There are techniques for calculating
specular reflections from approximated BRDFs efficiently ([24]), and for approximating the BRDF calculations with hardware ([9], [24]), which we did not do. However,
the imminent adoption of pixel shaders in upcoming consumer-end graphics cards will
allow BRDFs to be calculated directly.

6 Results
Our renderer runs in real-time on a Pentium III 1GHZ with a Geforce II graphics card
at 13-14 frames per second. Figure 7 shows pairs of heads shaded using the Lafortune
model discussed in Section 5.2 with and without fine scale structure rendering.
The faces with fine scale structure look considerably more realistic than those without. Specular highlights such as those on the forehead and left cheek look more realistic
when there is fine detail under the highlight. The skin on the faces with no fine structure
simply looks too smooth, although it is shaded realistically.
All results were rendered with a high-resolution (4096x2048 pixel) bumpmap. We
found that detail was still retained at 2048x1024 pixels, while most was lost at 1024x512.
However, the bumpmap can be quantized as in [21] or indexed more efficiently to lower
the memory requirement.

7 Conclusion
We have presented techniques to model and render realistic fine scale skin structure.
Shape from shading is computed on a series of images taken of several molds of human skin under different lighting conditions. The derived normal maps are encoded as
images and “grown” using texture synthesis techniques. Boundaries are hidden using
a form of multi-resolution splining. Finally, an object to normal space transformation
matrix is computed at each vertex so that per-pixel bump mapping can be done.
We presented results showing that fine scale structure adds significantly to the realism of rendered faces, even when the BRDF is approximated using measured lobes
in a Lafortune shading model. Skin rendered without an approximated BRDF tends
to look like plastic, but even with a BRDF, it looks unrealistic. Fine scale structure is
something we take for granted when looking at faces, yet is extremely important for
visual realism.
7.1 Future work
Rendering fine scale structure is a good first step in improving the realism of skin, but
there are more things that can be done. We are interested in creating a framework to
synthesize and render other types of 3D skin appearance. The addition of photorealistic
3D moles or pimples is interesting. Rendering rashes, scars, or other types of skin
appearance are also intriguing. Adding hair to our fine scale structured skin via image
based rendering techniques or other techniques [12] is also a promising avenue of future
research. Reducing the amount of texture memory required to render fine scale structure
when zoomed close to the skin is also interesting.
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Fig. 7. Left: Skin rendered without fine scale structure, Right: Skin rendered with fine scale
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Fig. 8. Effects of light position on fine scale structure

